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Reuniões científicas
11 de junho — 2014

Lusophone Countries in the 21st Century,
Khalili Lecture Theatre, SOAS
This multi-disciplinary panel of experts will discuss
the international challenges and opportunities for Portuguese-speaking countries in Africa, Europe and the
Americas countries in the 21st century. The invited
speakers will also debate how international relations in
the 21st century are intended to benefit and “develop”
the needs and capacities of the “South” which have
consistently been ignored.

This panel of experts comes together to discuss the
challenges and opportunities for Lusophone countries in the 21st century.
The speakers will cover a range of topics including the historic and cultural Atlantic connections
between these countries, current issues of international security and the emerging economic powers
of Lusophone states.
They will also explore current and future opportunities for co-operation between these states in the
face of challenges such as poverty, security and climate change.
Speakers include
H.E. Mr Miguel Gaspar Fernandes Neto, Ambassador
of the Republic of Angola in the UK, Dr Toby Green
(KCL) & Dr Chris Alden (LSE)
Type of Event | Panel Discussion
Organiser | The Centre of African Studies, University
of London
Time | 5pm-7pm
Email | cas@soas.ac.uk
Web | http://www.soas.ac.uk/cas/events/11jun2014lusophone-countries-in-the-21st-century.html

http://www.africanos.eu

Reuniões científicas
06 a 09 de agosto

AAAM Annual Conference “Partnerships and
Collaboration in the Digital Age”, Birmingham, Alabama

Most importantly in the case of partnerships, it also
includes ways in which organizations strengthen their
own capacity to create and provide cultural services
while preserving artifacts and traditions, all of which
leads to achieving higher levels of sustainability.

The Association of African American Museums invites
proposals for presentation at its annual conference to
be held August 6-9, 2014, in Birmingham, Alabama,
hosted by the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute Most
partnerships and collaborations are organized around
creating a particular activity or program.

Organizations created out of different cultural forms
and themes that come together for specific reasons result in new relationships that help those organizations
expand and extend their programming.The Association
of African American Museums invites your organization to promote its products and services at the Annual
Conference as an exhibitor, sponsor or as an advertiser.

In some instances, partners come together around issues beneficial to both parties while others aim to impact communities in a positive and relevant way.

Email | conference@blackmuseums.org
Web | http://www.blackmuseums.org/conference/

Yet whatever the types of organizations, partnerships
or collaborations involved, all participants seek to
broaden and deepen their audiences’ experiences.
The collaborative effort employs engaging people such as
creators of culture and art, curators, administrators, audience members, donors, elected officials and volunteers.

18 a 22 de agosto

Slavery, Memory and Citizenship – 2014
Summer Institute, Mexico City
The Harriet Tubman Institute research project “Slavery,
Memory and Citizenship” which is supported by the Social Science Research Council and Humanities (SSHRC)
of Canada, and the National Institute of Anthropology
and History (INAH), through the National Coordination of Anthropology and the National Programme for
Research and Afrodescendant Cultural Diversity invite
papers to participate in the 5th Summer Institute.

The 2014 Summer Institute will be held at the National
Coordination of Anthropology of the National Institute of
Anthropology and History in Mexico City. For one week,
research specialists will offer master classes, and graduate
and post-graduate students will present the results of their
research. Registration deadline is Friday, June 20, 2014.

The theme center will focus on analyzing and reflecting on
the connections between the experiences and legacies of
slavery (both historic and contemporary forms), the ways
in which the institution is remembered and its implications for claims for complete citizenship. The reflections
will center the interplay between history and memory and
its manifestations in contemporary society, and examine
the ways in which experiences of slavery are recalled and
used to determine present day ascriptions of status .

Email | si2014@yorku.ca
Web | http://tubman.info.yorku.ca/research/mcrislavery-memory-citizenship/slavery-memory-citizenship-participants/
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Reuniões científicas
19 a 20 de novembro

III Conferência Internacional “Dinâmicas
sociais em África: rupturas e continuidades”
UEM, Maputo
Durante séculos, a África foi falaciosamente vista como
um continente sem história e criatividade. hic sunt leones: aí existem leões! Assim se representava o continente em mapas e portulanos. Com as independências
nacionais, o novo quadro epistemológico alterou a anterior visão: a África tem história e criatividade.

É imperioso romper com essa dicotomia normativa
e olhar para o continente africano numa perspectiva
adaptada à “lei de Heráclito”: a única coisa que não
muda em África é a mudança. Na verdade, África sofreu e sofre influências e pressões, determinantes no passado e no presente. Que dinâmicas estão em curso? Que
riscos sociais e ambientais prever? Que desafios ter em
conta? Que políticas e estratégias adoptar? Daí o tema
desta III Conferência Internacional, organizada pelo
Centro de Estudos Africanos na cidade de Maputo, que
se desdobra em 15 subtemas, visando construir um mosaico de vida interligada sobre o continente africano.

Por outras palavras, ao sinal negativo externo foi
oposto o sinal positivo local, lá onde se defendia o
afropessimismo opôs-se o afro-optimismo, numa
polarização na qual a pesquisa dialéctica e os juízos
de facto foram e são, frequentemente, substituídos
pela pesquisa politicamente conveniente e pelos juízos de valor. Esta pesquisa politicamente conveniente
integra, hoje, o discurso, também conveniente, da
riqueza africana em recursos naturais, especialmente
minerais e energéticos, que aparecem como substitutos dos “leões” de outrora.

Email | conferencia.cea@uem.mz
Web | http://eduardo-mondlane.academia.edu/
CarlosSerra/III-Confer%C3%AAncia-Internacional-do-CEA-UEM-Maputo

27 de novembro

GAPSYM8 – 8th Symposium of the Ghent
Africa Platform, “Colonial memories at
“present - decolonizing Belgium?, Ghent

In short: we invite scholars to submit paper proposals
dealing with the topics of colonial memories, colonial
past, the impact of colonialism on present day Europe,
and racism/discrimination in western society today.

The objectives of the 8th annual symposium of the
Africa Platform are basically twofold: we want to
shed light on the current post-colonial situation in
Belgium and on the way Belgian society deals with
its colonial history; in an attempt to analyze the relation between the colonial past and racism today.

Paper proposals (abstract of maximum 300 words)
can be submitted until the 1st of June 2014.

In order to bring these two concerns—history and
its present impact—into dialogue, the symposium’s
organizers invite a wide range of contributors, from
political scientists, jurists, urban planners, physicians, educationists and sociologists to engage in this
conference. Although the main focus is on African
colonial past and Africans in Belgium, we welcome
contributions that take on a comparative perspective
and/or consider non-African population groups as
well as the post-colonial situation in other contexts.

By 1 September the scientific committee will notify
which papers have been accepted.
Emails | Gap@UGent.be
Web | http://www.gap.ugent.be/gapsym8_en
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Publicações

From Revolution to Independence

Lusofonia and Its Futures

Illicit Flows and African
Security

In July 2011 the Republic of South
Sudan achieved independence, concluding what had been Africa’s longest
running civil war. The process leading
to independence was driven by the
Sudan Peoples’ Liberation Movement,
a primarily Southern rebel force and
political movement intent on bringing
about the reformed unity of the whole
Sudan. Through the Comprehensive
Peace Agreement of 2005, a six year
peace process unfolded in the form
of an interim period premised upon
‘making unity attractive’ for the Sudan. A failed exercise, it culminated
in an almost unanimous vote for independence by Southerners in a referendum held in January 2011.

Lusofonia and Its Futures is a richly
textured collection of essays on the
Lusophone (Portuguese-speaking)
world, which comprises more
than 240 million people in eight
countries on four continents. The
notion of Lusofonia encompasses
the cultural identities generated by
Portuguese speakers with shared as
well as divergent histories. This volume presents a nuanced and critical
study of the concept and history of
Lusofonia from a variety of theoretical approaches.

In 2013, the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI) and the Nordic
Africa Institute (NAI) hosted a joint
one day African security conference.
The theme of the conference was Illicit Flows and African Security, and
was held at the Museum of Mediterranean and Near Eastern Antiquities
in Stockholm on 17th October 2013.
The expectation was that a mixture of
researchers and practitioners coming
together would be able to share ideas
and solutions on how illicit flows can
be tackled more effectively.

A story of transformation and of
victory against the odds, this book
reviews South Sudan’s modern history as a contested region and assesses the political, social and security dynamics that will shape its
immediate future as Africa’s newest independent state.

In addition to focusing on this theme,
Lusofonia and Its Futures includes
fiction in translation by writers from
several countries in the Lusophone
world as well as scholarly essays on
such topics as the reception of the
English novel in Brazilian literature
and of Fernando Pessoa in Brazil. A
collection of innovative and insightful essays providing a critical and
theoretical reflection on the concept
and history of Lusofonia.

Autores: Matthew Arnold, Matthew
LeRiche
Editora: Hurst Publishers, 336 pp.,
2012
ISBN: 978-184-904-195-9
Preço: £19.99 (Paperback)
Encomendas: http://www.hurstpublishers.com/book/south-sudan/

Finally, the conference to which this
report testifies builds on a long standing collaboration between the Swedish Defense Research Agency (the
Program of Studies in Africa Security) and the Nordic Africa Institute. In
keeping with this objective research
cooperation on these issues has continued, and conferences have become
key elements in this cooperation. The
edited versions of the presentations
each convey a personal take on the
theme of the joint lectures.

Autor: João Cezar de Castro Rocha,
(ed.)
Editora: UPNE, 256 pp. 2014
ISBN: 978-193-322-743-6
Preço: $24.95 (Paperback)
Encomendas: http://www.upne.com/
1933227436.html
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Autores: Eriksson, Mikael, Lindberg, Emy, Utas, Mats
Editora: NAI, 48 pp., 2014
ISBN: 978-917-106-753-1
Download: http://urn.kb.se/
resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:nai:diva-1838

Publicações

Geometria Sona de Angola.
Volume 3: Estudos comparativos

South Africa’s ‘Border War’
Contested Narratives and
Conflicting Memories

Português do Libolo, Angola,
e português afro-indígena de
Jurussaca, Brasil: cotejando os
sistemas de pronominalização

O 3.º volume da trilogia “Geometria Sona de Angola” apresenta
uma reflexão sobre tradições
doutras épocas e doutras zonas de
África e do Mundo, que se assemelham, em certa medida e dum
ponto de vista técnica, à tradição
dos “sona”. No capítulo 1 analisam-se alguns algoritmos geométricos desenvolvidos no Egipto
Antigo. Motivos e padrões-defita-trançada que aparecem em
selos carimbados e em outros artefactos da Mesopotâmia Antiga
são apresentados no cap. 2.

South Africa’s ‘Border War’ provides a timely study of the ‘war
of words’ waged by retired South
African Defence Force (SADF)
generals and other veterans against
critics and detractors.

Tendo em conta que escravos que
aportaram no Brasil, após permanência no entreposto de São
Tomé, eram falantes de L1s do
grupo banto, impõe-se o cotejo
sincrônico de particularidades de
variedades vernaculares quer de São
Tomé quer de Angola com o português do Brasil, em geral, e com
falas de comunidades quilombolas
deste país, em particular,se se pretender entender as especiﬁcidades
diacrônicas destas últimas.

O cap. 3 dedica-se à análise de
desenhos “kolam” dos Tamil no
Sul da Índia. Uma breve excursão
para outros continentes tem lugar no cap. 4. No último capítulo
voltamos a África, apresentando
alguns padrões que aparecem
bordados em roupa, pintados em
paredes, esculpidos em madeira,
etc. (Reedição).
Autor: Paulus Gerdes
Editora: Lulu, 152 pp., 2014
Preço: $10.99 (Paperback)
Encomendas: http://www.lulu.com/
shop/paulus-gerdes/geometria-sonade-angola-volume-3-estudos-comparativos/paperback/product-21615461.
html#productDetails

The book explores the impact of the
‘Border War’ on South African culture and society during apartheid and
in the new dispensation and discusses
the lasting legacy or ‘afterlife’ of the
war in great detail. It also offers an
appraisal of the secondary literature
of the ‘Border War’, supplemented
by archival research, interviews and
an analysis of articles, newspaper reports, reviews and blogs.
Adopting a genuinely multidisciplinary approach that borrows from
the study of history, literature, visual culture, memory, politics and
international relations, South Africa’s ‘Border War’ is an important
volume for anyone interested in the
study of war and memory or the
modern history of South Africa.
Autor: Gary Baines
Editora: Bloomsbury, 272 pp., 2014
ISBN: 978-147-250-824-9
Preço: £64.99 (Paperback)
Encomendas: http://www.bloomsbury.
com/uk/south-africas-border-war-9781
472508249/
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No presente trabalho, estabelecemse comparações entre os quadros
pronominais do português de Jurussaca, Nordeste do Estado do Pará,
Brasil (doravante PJ), e do português
do Município do Libolo, Província
do Kwanza-Sul, interior de Angola
(doravante PLb). A maioria dos informantes do Libolo tem o quimbundo como L1. A nível estrutural,
os quadros apresentam tanto similaridades quanto dissemelhanças.

Autores: Márcia S. Duarte Oliveira,
Carlos Figueiredo
Editora: USP, Papia (São Paulo) 23,
80 pp. (105-185), Jul-Dez 2013
ISSN: 0103-9415
Download: https://usp-br.academia.edu/
MarciaOliveira

Publicações

“Significant Others: Security and Suspicion in Chinese–Angolan Encounters”

“When people stay and things
make their way: airports, mobilities and materialities of a
transnational landscape”

A África Centro-Ocidental no
Século XIX (c. 1850-1890):
Intercâmbio com o mundo
exterior...

The sense of mystery around Chinese
presences in Angola impels researchers
to understand not only the empirical
details of economic transactions and
diplomatic partnerships but also the
various ways in which the actors involved make sense of a novel social,
political, and economic configuration.

This article explores different
meanings of mobility and place by
examining the interweaving of people, things and airports in GuineaBissau and Portugal. Based on
ethnographic fieldwork conducted
in two airports – of departure and
arrival of this migratory route – I
look at the practices of sending and
receiving objects by migrants in
Lisbon and their kin in Bissau.

Do prefácio: “Grande parte dos
textos aqui apresentados já havia
sido alvo de publicação dispersa
em alemão ou em inglês, mas neste
livro encontra-se, pela primeira
vez, acessível em português”, ligeiramente redigida.”

By drawing several ethnographic portraits of the social practices and discursive strategies at play in Chinese–Angolan relations, I show how, in a context of
mutual uncertainty and suspicion, appeals to “security” play a central role. Instead of viewing Chinese and Angolans
as two separate groups with opposed
interests and lack of communication
between them, I explore how participation in a shared context generates common modes of explanation. Moreover,
I propose a parallel analysis of state-level
negotiations alongside everyday social
encounters to consider how a political
economic partnership between China
and Angola is lived through the everyday negotiations of Chinese and Angolan residents in Luanda.
Autor: Cheryl Mei-ting Schmitz
Editora: Journal of Current Chinese
Affairs, 28 pp. (41-69), 2014
ISSN: 1868-4874 (online),
Download: http://journals.sub.unihamburg.de/giga/jcca/articleview/723/721

The transnational yet grounded setting helps to provide a better understanding of the complexity associated with different forms of mobility
– including corporeal, imagined and
desired – and their key role in socially and relationally constructing a
lived airport space, as well as wider
social landscapes. Bringing in evidence from a less-explored setting
– a small airport in a West African
country – will particularly challenge
some of the assumptions that tend
to associate mobility with ‘modernity’ and fixity with ‘tradition’.

Autor: Abranches, Maria
Editora: Routledge, Mobilities, Vol. 8,
Issue 4, 2013, 21 pp. (506-527), 2013
ISBN: 978-113-735-678-9
Download: http://www.tandfonline.com/
doi/pdf/10.1080/17450101.2012.705510
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A companion to the previously
published Angola nos séculos XVI e
XVII. Estudos sobre fontes, métodos
e História, Luanda: Kilombelombe
2007. Both books are difficult to
obtain outside of Angola, though
may be found in some libraries.
O livro está dividido em quatro
diferentes áreas que agora enumeramos: 1.ª parte | Parentesco
político e estratégias de comunicação a Leste do Kwango; 2.ª parte
| Os luso-africanos no interior de
Angola; 3.ª parte | Os exploradores alemães na ÁfricaCentroOcidental; 4.ªparte | Fotografias
Históricas como fontes.

Autores: Beatrix Heintze; Mateus
Volódia (ed.); Marina Santos (trad.)
Editora: Luanda: Kilombelombe, 616
pp., 2013
ISBN: 978-989-836-820-1
Encomendas: http://www.frobeniusinstitut.de/index.php/de/aktuelles

Publicações

“A wedge of time: futures
in the present and presents
without futures in Maputo,
Mozambique”

“Stock-outs of essential
health products in Mozambique – longitudinal analyses from 2011 to 2013”

“The Multiple Influences
on Nonformal Instructional
Practices in Rural Mozambique... ”

A series of recent anthropological
studies on time emphasize the crucial
importance of the future as a guiding
trope in the present. Although located
beyond an immediate temporal horizon, the future is consequently taken as
connected to the present in a meaningful way through a sequence of chronological moments and hence potentially
accessible. This paper takes its point
of departure from the growing body
of anthropological work on time and
futurity, but challenges the inherent assumption of linearity characterizing the
relation between present and future.

To assess the relationship between
health system factors and facilitylevel EHP stock-outs in Mozambique. Stock-out rates for drugs
ranged from 1.3% for oral rehydration solution to 20.5% for DepoProvera and condoms, with a mean
stock-out rate of 9.1%; mean stockout rates were 15.4% for supplies
and 4.1% for equipment. Stockouts at the district level accounted
for 27.1% (29/107) of facility-level
drug stock-outs and 44.0% (37/84)
of supply stock-outs.

This article presents findings from
12 months of ethnographic observations of nonformal adult education
classes offered by an internationally
funded nonprofit, referred to in this
article as Comunidades de Poder
(CDP). The primary objective of
this article is to examine the various
contextual factors that influenced
CDP teachers’ instruction and to
explore the applicability of world
culture theory as a framework that
can explain these phenomena.

Each 10-km increase in the distance
from district distribution warehouses was associated with a 31%
(CI: 22–42%), 28% (CI: 17–40%)
or 27% (CI: 7–50%) increase in
rates of drug, supply or equipment
stock-outs, respectively. The number of heath facility staff was consistently negatively associated with
the occurrence of stock-outs.

This article finds that CDP teachers’ classroom practice was more
heavily influenced by teachers’
personal experiences in teachercentered formal classrooms than
by their training in Freirean pedagogy. It also finds that world culture theory has limited applicability in explaining these phenomena,
as it fails to account for changes
in world culture over time and the
role of power in its dissemination.

Based on fieldwork carried out in Maputo, Mozambique, it examines the
non-linear temporalities of house-building. According to house-builders living
on the fringes of the city, the future constitutes a temporal position from where
the present might be properly illuminated. However, when seen from the
present, the future surprisingly seems to
reflect its own inevitable collapse, thus
making it crucial to maintain appropriate distance between the two.

Autor: Morten Nielsen
Editora: Journal of Royal Anthropological
Institute 20, S1, 16 pp., (166-182), 2014
Download: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1111/1467-9655.12099/abstract

Autores: Bradley H. Wagenaar, Sarah
Gimbel, Roxanne Hoek, James Pfeiffer et al
Editora: John Wiley & Sons Ltd,
Tropical Medicine & International
Health Journal, 2014
ISSN: 1365-3156 (Online)
Download: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1111/tmi.12314/abstract
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Autor: Rolf Straubhaar
Editora: Comparative Education Review
58, 2 , 25 pp. (215-240), May 2014
ISSN: 0010-4086
Download: http://www.jstor.org/disc
over/10.1086/674418?uid=3738880&
uid=2&uid=4&sid=21104093192207

Publicações

Ifá in Yorùbá Thought System

Indigenous People in Africa:
Contestations, Empowerment
and Group Rights

If Mayors Ruled Somalia: Beyond the State-building Impasse

Previous scholars of Ifá have conveyed
an impression that Ifá is a characteristic social institution with only religious, ethnographical and sociological significance. In fact, Ifá has been
greatly misconceived as a mere religious and mythic discourse, devoid
of any meaningful philosophical import. There is also the misconception
that Ifá is now largely anachronistic.

This volume is an attempt to provide
this intersectional and reflexive space.
The thinking behind the book began
in Lamu in mid-2010. It was a time
when growing community resistance
emerged towards the Kenyan government’s plan to build a second seaport
under a trans-frontier infrastructural
project known as the Lamu Port- South
Sudan-Ethiopia Transport Corridor
(LAPSSET). The editors agreed that a
book that draws community activists,
academics, researchers and policy makers into a discussion of the predicament
of indigenous rights and development
against the backdrop of the Endorois
case was timely and needed.

This NAI Policy Note, by Ken
Menkhaus, proposes more support to municipalities as the
source of the most practical, legitimate and effective formal governance in Somalia.

In Ifá in Yorùbá Thought System, the
author shows that an adequate understanding of a text requires a transition
from the manifest to the latent meaning and, therefore, analyses the Ifá literary corpus with a view to identifying
the aspects of Ifá that are of philosophic
relevance. He shows that fundamental
philosophical issues, including nature
of reality, knowledge, human conduct
are embedded in Ifá. With reflective interpretation of an appreciable
number of Ifá verses, the author also
examines the utilitarian functions of
Ifá, offers good insight into important
political ideas and values.
Autor: Omotade Adegbindin
Editora: CAP, 266 pp., 2014
ISBN: 978-161-163-363-4
Preço: $35.00
Encomendas: http://www.cap-press.com/
books/isbn/9781611633634/If-in-YorbThought-System

Assembled here are the original contributions of some of the leading contemporary thinkers in the area of indigenous and human rights in Africa. The
book is an interdisciplinary effort with
the single purpose of thinking through
indigenous rights after the Endorois
case but it is not a singular laudatory
remark on indigenous life in Africa.
Autor: Ridwan Laher, Abraham Korir
Sing’Oei (eds.)
Editora: Africa Institute of South Africa,
194 pp., 2014
ISBN: 978-079-830-464-1
Preço: £22.95 (Paperback)
Encomendas: http://www.africanbookscollective.com/books/indigenous-people-in-africa
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Critically assesses the strengths
and weaknesses of two competing school of thoughts on statebuilding and international aid in
Somalia - the ”Marshall Plan” approach and the ”Social Contract”
approach. It also proposes a third
option - a transitional strategy that
includes more support to municipalities as the source of the most
practical, legitimate, and effective
formal governance in Somalia.
– Supporting city administrations is
not a substitute for state-building at
the national and federal level, but can
be an important component of a transitional strategy designed to provide
Somalis with essential government
protection and services during the
long process of national-level statebuilding, says Ken Menkhaus.
Autor: Menkhaus, Ken
Editora: NAI, Police Note 2, 4 pp., 2014
ISBN: 978-917-106-754-8
Download http://urn.kb.se/resolve?urn
=urn:nbn:se:nai:diva-1840

Publicações

Current African Issues
Series

CAI 57 | Current Status of Agriculture and Future Challenges
in Sudan: Urbanisation and longlasting civil wars and conflict mean
that the demographic pattern in
Sudan is changing drastically. Nevertheless, 60%–80 % of Sudanese
engage in subsistence agriculture.
Agriculture remains a crucial sector
in the economy as a major source
of rawmaterials, food and foreign
exchange. It employs the majority
of the labour force, and serves as a
potential vehicle for diversifyingthe
economy. However, no rigorous
studies have explained productivity
in this sector inrelation to food security. The situation has worsened
because agriculture in particular
has been neglected sincethe advent of oil production in the early
2000s. Moreover, Sudan’s agricultural growth has been unbalanced,
with the majority of irrigated agriculture concentrated in the Centre
and ahuge disparity in development indicators between the bestand worst-performing regions.

CAI 58 | Youth and the Labour
Market in Liberia– on history,
state structures and spheres of informalities: This study explores the
historical development of the Liberian labor market with a particular
focus on young men and women.
It asks, what constitutes and shapes
the Liberian labour market? By
looking at labour mobilization and
the structure of the (in)formal labour market – both in peace and
war – our understanding of the
contemporary Liberian labour marketis substantially enhanced. The
study finds that there are many recurring patterns of labor migration,
labor mobilization and distribution
that have existed in the Liberian
pre-war, war and post-war settings.
Historical structures of informality and patrimonialism continue to
dominate Liberia today. In addition
to this, the study’s focus on youths
provides an insight into how this
section of society moves through
the labour market. It also examines
the idea of unemployed youths as
particularly prone to violence.

CAI 59 | Resettled for Development. The Case of New Halfa
Agricultural Scheme: This CAI
discusses the displacement and
resettlement of the Sudanese Nubians into the New Halfa agricultural scheme in Eastern Sudan, the
current state of this multi-ethnic
community and the challenges the
farmers are facing. The Nubians of
Wadi Halfa in Northern Sudan (also
called the Halfawi Nubians) had to
be relocated to New Halfa due to
the construction of the Aswan High
Dam in the early 1960s. In addition to the loss of ancestral land and
the alienation they experienced, the
Halfawi Nubians struggled to secure
a sufficient livelihood in New Halfa
and found their lives irreversibly
altered. Although the resettlement
of the Nubians did not succeed in
rooting them in their new territory
and a lot of the Halfawi Nubians
have since abandoned the scheme,
New Halfa has also created unforeseen opportunities for internally displaced people and migrant workers
and become a growing regional centre for business and commerce.

Autor: Mahgoub, Farida
Editora: NAI, 98 pp., 2014
ISBN: 978-917-106-748-7
Download: http://urn.kb.se/
resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:nai:diva-1839

Autor: Emy Lindberg
Editora: NAI, 69 pp., 2014
ISBN: 978-917-106-749- 4
Download: http://urn.kb.se/resolve?
urn=urn:nbn:se:nai:diva-1846

Autor: Wallin, Marianna
Editora: NAI, 69 pp., 2014
ISBN: 978-917-106-751-7
Download: http://urn.kb.se/resolve?
urn=urn:nbn:se:nai:diva-1842
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Projetos e bases de dados
Latin American Newspapers, 1805-1922
Latin American culture and daily life over two centuries.This groundbreaking online collection provides
more than 45 fully searchable Latin American newspapers published in the 19th and early 20th centuries.
Featuring titles from
Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Cuba, Guatemala, Mexico,
Peru, Venezuela and
elsewhere, Latin American
Newspapers, 1805-1922,
offers unprecedented
coverage of the people, issues and events that shaped
this vital region between 1805 and 1922.

Base de dados

Historical Newspapers From Around The
Globe
The World Newspaper Archive, a partnership of CRL
member libraries and Readex (a division of NewsBank),
has reached a milestone of 2,500,000 scanned pages across
the four available modules. Member investment in this
successful collaborative digitization program has enabled
CRL and Readex to make 300,000 issues from more than
200 newspapers widely available electronically.

Latin American Newspapers, Series 2, 1822-1922
News from Belize to Brazil, Colombia to Costa Rica.
This second series of digitized Latin American Newspapers dramatically expands the number of searchable
titles available from this region. Providing issues from
more than 250 additional
titles, this online series
includes newspapers
published in English,
Spanish and Portuguese
from 20 countries,
including some countries
and cities not represented in the inaugural collection
of Latin American Newspapers. Together, both series of
Latin American Newspapers offer unprecedented coverage of the people, issues and events that shaped this
vital area during the 19th and early 20th centuries.

A uniquely comprehensive collection spanning four
continents. Representing the largest fully searchable
collection of historical newspapers from around the
globe, the World Newspaper Archive will advance research and offer opportunities for fresh insight across
wide-ranging academic disciplines. This expanding
online resource was created in partnership between
Readex, a division of NewsBank, and the Center for
Research Libraries (CRL)—one of the world’s largest and most important newspaper repositories—and
includes historical newspapers published in Africa,
Latin America, South Asia and other regions.

South Asian Newspapers, 1864-1922
Spanning colonial rule and the struggle for independence.
This one-of-a-kind collection provides online access to a
select group of South Asian newspapers from the 19th and
early 20th centuries.
FeaturingEnglish-, Gujaratiand Bengali-language papers
published in India, in the
regions of the Subcontinent
that nowcomprise Pakistan,
and in Ceylon (Sri Lanka),
South Asian Newspapers offers extensive coverage of the
people, issues and events that shaped the Indian Subcontinent between 1864 and 1922.

African Newspapers, 1800-1922
Explore the issues and events that shaped the continente. This groundbreaking online collection provides more than 40 fully
searchable African
newspapers published in
the19th and 20th centuries.
Featuring English- and
foreign-language titles from
Ghana, Guinea-Bissau,
Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, South Africa,
Uganda and Zimbabwe, African Newspapers offers unparalleled coverage of the issues and events that shaped
the continent and its peoples between 1800 and 1922.

Email | P.Dodd@thompsonhenry.co.uk
Web | http://www.crl.edu/collaborative-digitization/
world-newspaper-archive
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Bolsas e emprego

Técnico Comercial - Eng.º Agrónomo (m/f )
Empresa a actuar em Angola, na área de fertilizantes
e demais factores de produção para a agricultura,
procura um profissional com elevada capacidade
comercial e de gestão, para desenvolver toda a rede
comercial no território angolano, num contexto de
elevada autonomia e responsabilidade.

Gestor de Unidade de Negócio - Angola
(com a ref.ª GUN)
A Catenon Worldwide Executive Search é uma multinacional especializada na pesquisa global de profissionais, que opera sob uma base tecnológica comum. Recrutamos Gestor de Unidade de Negócio para empresa
de referência em Angola, ao nível do sector Alimentar.

Perfil pretendido
- Formação superior na área agrícola
- Experiência na área comercial de produtos para a
agricultura
- Conhecimento da agricultura angolana (condição
preferencial)
- Disponibilidade para deslocações por todo o território angolano
- Boa capacidade de relacionamento e de negociação
- Domínio na utilização de meios informáticos e de
gestão
- Bons conhecimentos de gestão administrativa e empresarial
- Nacionalidade angolana (condição preferencial)
- Domínio da língua inglesa

Responsabilidades
- Reporta directamente ao Director de Vendas e é responsável por uma equipa de mais de 30 comerciais.
- Deve ter capacidade para estabelecer relações de confiança
com os clientes, assumindo a responsabilidade contratual e
de negociação, bem como níveis de satisfação ao Cliente.
- Acompanhar o negócio junto dos clientes, quer pela
maximização de negócio, optimização das operações e
identificação de novas oportunidades.
Experiência e Qualificações
- Licenciatura em Gestão ou similares (Preferencial);
- Experiência mínima de 5 anos em funções similares
(Sector Alimentar);
- Conhecimento do negócio e experiência em ambientes
multinacionais, Sector Alimentar (bolos, pão, etc);
- Foco no negócio e capac. desenvolvimento comercial;
- Capacidade de Liderança;
- Experiência em Negociação.

Oferecemos
- Excelente oportunidade de integração e de evolução
num grupo internacional de elevado prestígio,
- Condições de remuneração e de incentivos negociáveis e adequados às qualificações e aos resultados.
- Asseguramos total confidencialidade.
As resposta devem identifica a ref.ª AOTC051614.

Skills e Atributos
- Conhecimentos consolidados de Inglês e Português
(obrigatório);
- Disp. para residir em Angola e efectuar deslocações.

Email | fertconsult@gmail.com
Web | http://www.net-empregos.com/2027671/oferta-emprego/#anuncio#ixzz338NyGnKm

Oferece-se
- Possibilidade de desenv. profissional e pessoal;
- Integração proj. aliciante em empresa em crescimento;
- Remuneração compatível com o perfil do candidato.
Email | rbaptista@catenon.com
Web | http://www.net-empregos.com/2026500/gestorde-unidade-de-negocio-angola/#ixzz338PxSPFn
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Greatjob Recruta Coordenador de Novos
Produtos - Moçambique

Chamada de colaborações

A Greatjob - Recursos Humanos, encontra-se neste
momento a recrutar para prestigiado cliente Coordenador de Novos Produtos (M/F).
Perfil
- Licenciatura em Engenharia Mecânica (preferencial)
- Experiência mínima de 6 anos em peças ou funções
semelhantes;
- Capacidade de resolução de problemas;
- Perspicácia financeira e capacidade para o desenvolvimento de negócios;
- Capacidade de comunicação e apresentação empresarial;
- Orientação para a excelência;
- Bons conhecimentos de SAP;
- Bons conhecimentos de sistema CAT PSEL;
- Bons conhecimentos de Inglês;
- Disponibilidade para deslocações nacional/internacional;

Escritas Vol.6 n.2 2014
A Escritas está recebendo trabalhos inéditos para o seu
Volume 6 n.2 2014. Artigos que envolvam a problemática expressa no Dossiê, enviar até 20 de agosto (2014).
O periódico semestral Escritas, do Colegiado de História da
Universidade Federal do Tocantins (UFT), Campus de Araguaína, tem como meta a divulgação da produção dos cientistas sociais e historiadores em âmbito nacional, regional e
local. Busca o aperfeiçoamento científico dos docentes dos
cursos de História da UFT, por meio de um intercâmbio e
troca de ideias e, especialmente, uma maior interação entre
os historiadores das regiões norte e centro-oeste.
Email | revistaescritas@bol.com.br.
Web | http://revistahistoriauft.wordpress.com/2014/05/09/
edital-de-chamada-para-colaboracoes-escritas-vol-6-n-2-2014/

Condições
- Vencimento de acordo com a experiência;
- Formação contínua;
Se está interessado e quer fazer parte da nossa equipa, envie o seu currículo (obrigatório c/ foto) para o
email indicado abaixo e dele deve constar a seguinte
referência: Coor.NP.

Ficha Técnica
PROPRIEDADE

Centro de Estudos Africanos
da Universidade do Porto

Email | ana.rh@greatjob.pt
Web|http://www.net-empregos.com/2034072/greatjob-recruta-coordenador-de-novos-produtos/#ixzz338eWokTH

EDIÇÃO

José Ramiro Pimenta

GRAFISMO

Henriqueta Antunes

EDIÇÃO ONLINE

Raquel Cunha

Colabore...
Envie-nos informações ou artigos que considere
relevantes e que possam ser inseridos no âmbito
desta publicação. O Boletim Africanista conta
com a sua preciosa contribuição!
Boletim Africanista
Via Panorâmica, s/n
4150-564 Porto
 bafricanista@africanos.eu
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